
CANDIDATE GALLERY 
 

Does the candidate know what he’s doing? Can he convince you with his performance? 

  

The Candidate Gallery gives a voice and a face to each candidate, for the first time for many of them. 

 

What if you could watch an interview of any (or every) candidate in the parliamentary election? That is exactly what we aimed for, nothing less. In 

Finland there are usually around 2000 candidates running for parliament. 

 

We created a service in which everyone can compare their views to the candidates by answering the same 35 questions the candidates have answered. 

This is called “the election machine”. 

And then everyone can watch a four-minute video interview of a candidate - any candidate. The gallery was designed for mobile first experience. 

 

All candidates were invited and a majority showed up. In the service we have 90 percent of the candidates - 1823 four-minute interviews. If you 

wanted to watch them all it would take five days. 

All the interviews follow the same visual and technical frame. In the videos everyone can see a clock counting down from 4:00. After that the interview 

is over. The questions asked differ depending on the candidate. 

The interviews were done in 8 different studios across Finland over six weeks time. They were all published at the same time. 

Our service was a success among Finns - the Candidate Gallery videos had 4.4 million starts/plays and the election machine had over 3 million visits. 

This in a country of 5.4 million people. 

 

One can use the election machine and candidate gallery separately or together. Possible ways of usage: first answer the 35-question election machine 

and then watch the videos of those candidates closest or farthest from you. Or browse the candidates by party, gender, age or constituency and see 

their answers and interviews. 

Our aim was to make the video interviews informative and dynamic: swift questions, no rambling answers, questions that tell something about the 

candidate as a person. 
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